IPL group’s RIVERS street furniture is an Irish-made range of quality design bollards, railings, signage and other street furniture designed for easy installation and maintenance in RETENTION SYSTEM™ sockets. The choice of co-ordinated classical and modern styles offers design, identity and security for every location.
The choice of co-ordinated classical and modern styles offers **design, identity** and **security** for every location.

RIVERS street furniture is suitable for both town and rural landscapes, for new developments and upgrades of existing streetscapes. Successful urban design is a careful balance of functional and aesthetic decisions that focuses not only on visual quality but on a set of public demands, regulatory requirements, safety concerns, fixed budgets, project timeframes, installation restrictions and future maintenance needs.

IPL group has over thirty years of experience in developing innovative products and delivering sustainable, integrated infrastructure solutions. Our street furniture range is unique to Ireland and has been developed specifically to meet the desires and demands customers face.

Unlike other street furniture brands and suppliers, IPL group’s RIVERS street furniture delivers aesthetic designs, local manufacturing and intelligent foundations solutions that add value through enhanced installation options and practices, whole-life asset management and reduced operational and street furniture maintenance costs.
made in ireland

Named after Irish rivers, built for the Irish environment and with the Guaranteed Irish mark, the RIVERS range of bollards, railings, signage and other street furniture offers world-class quality that is distinctly Irish. Customers have the assurance that it is made in Ireland by IPL group to international design standards in a certified ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001 & ISO 14001, quality, safety and environmentally managed system.

What Made In Ireland means for you:

- We can offer you improved stock levels and quicker lead times on delivery.
- We can go on-site and manufacture items to match your installation requirements and specification.
- We can be more competitive and pass on savings to you made through our reduced supply chain and transport costs.
- You can buy direct from the factory and through our regional sales team, with local support.
- You can rely on IPL group’s years of experience and established network of trusted local suppliers.
- You can buy Irish and support local companies, jobs and communities.
mix & match design

IPL group has developed an innovative modular design system that uses interchangeable cast tops, bases and brackets to build the range of RIVERS street furniture. As seen throughout Ireland, the result is co-ordinated and well-planned, distinctive and integrated landscape schemes where customers mix and match styles, colours and product finishes to create their own cohesive streetscape identities.

Some **Mix & Match Design** examples for you:

- For a traditional streetscape in the mid-price range, you might consider Boyne bollards with matching cast base, colour and style on signposts, bicycle racks and hanging baskets.
- For another simple and long-established look, you could match the cast ball top on a Deele bollard, Corrib railing or Nore display panel to mix with other traditional street furniture.
- For a modern appearance, you may prefer the look of stainless steel Shannon bollards and bicycle stands, which mix and match well with other stainless steel items in a contemporary environment.
intelligent foundation

All RIVERS street furniture can be installed in RETENTION SYSTEM™ sockets. This intelligent foundation option recognises the installation demands, maintenance needs and lifecycle of street furniture. Essential to sustainable design, it has cost, safety and environmental benefits both at the time of installation and for the long-term maintenance of streetscapes.

How an Intelligent Foundation works for you:

• Site work and the RS socket foundations can be completed while your RIVERS street furniture is on order or kept safely off-site. This ensures a clean and managed installation and minimises potential damage to product finishes and paintwork.

• Items such as pedestrian guard railings and bollards used by you for pedestrian zones, parking control and roadside delineation are typically subject to vehicle impact and require regular maintenance. Once installed in RS sockets, damaged street furniture can be quickly, safely and easily replaced without any further excavation and at a fraction of your traditional costs.

• Foundations can remain in place for your planned seasonal and temporary street furniture or in access-control and potential wide-load locations while your RIVERS street furniture is moved and stored off-site.

• Further information, case studies and demonstration videos on IPL group’s patented RETENTION SYSTEM™ is available at: www.retention-system.com
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Rivers features a range of bollards from classic to contemporary design suitable for both town and rural landscapes, for new developments and upgrade of existing streetscapes. All bollards have a proven performance record and are made in Ireland using only quality materials and carefully selected components.

Rivers bollards may be permanently fixed or removable and suit applications such as roadside delineation, pedestrian safety, parking and access control. IPL group can also custom design bollards to suit your needs and all items in our Rivers street furniture range are made for easy installation and maintenance in RETENTION SYSTEM™ socket foundations.

• Boyne Bollard
• Brosna Bollard
• Deele Bollard
• Fane Bollard
• Glyde Bollard
• Nore Bollard
• Owena Bollard
• Shannon Bollard
Rivers railings are designed and manufactured in accordance with all relevant standards and NRA guidelines and are suitable for both town and rural landscapes, for new developments and upgrade of existing streetscapes. All railings have a proven performance record and are made in Ireland using only quality materials and carefully selected components.

Rivers railings may be permanently fixed or removable and suit applications such as park and amenity walkways, pedestrian safety, roadside delineation and crossing control. IPL group can also custom design railings to suit your needs and all items in our Rivers street furniture range are made for easy installation and maintenance in RETENTION SYSTEM™ socket foundations.

- Corrib Railing
- Lee Railing
- Moy Railing
- Tolka Railing
Rivers features a range of signs, including plaques, display panels and multi-purpose fingerpost designs that are suitable for both town and rural landscapes, for the communication of directions, street names, tourist information, town or council facilities. All signs are made in Ireland using only quality materials and carefully selected components.

Rivers signage may be permanently fixed or removable and suit applications such as town and city streets, public venues, heritage sites and nature trails. IPL group can also custom design signs to suit your needs and all items in our Rivers street furniture range are made for easy installation and maintenance in RETENTION SYSTEM™ socket foundations.

- Boyne Display panel
- Boyne Fingerpost
- Nore Display panel
- Nore Fingerpost
Rivers specials and bespoke items are made to your requirements. Our innovative modular construction process gives us the flexibility to custom design items to your needs and site specification. We frequently adapt the Rivers range to suit requisite variations in height, finishes, badging and combine elements to create integrated commissioned items.

Rivers street furniture has a proven performance record and is made in Ireland using only quality materials and carefully selected components. Customer requests to date include; stainless steel Shannon bollards with etched county crests, bespoke bicycle stands, Boyne bollards with cast corporate brands, cast aluminium plaques and street signs, marine grade Corrib railings for sea-front promenades and Nore integrated signage and bicycle racks.

Rivers street furniture range may be permanently fixed or removable to suit the application, and IPL group design and manufacture all items for easy installation and maintenance in RETENTION SYSTEM™ socket foundations.
IPL group was established in 1975 and is both a manufacturer and a supplier of an extensive range of infrastructural products.

IPL group has a reputation for innovative products, solutions and excellent customer support. As a creative and pioneering company, we understand that the image and quality of the built environment are essential to the well-being and continued success of every development. We have developed a portfolio of unique trademarked products that meet international specifications and standards. The RIVERS range of Irish-made street furniture has been created specifically to meet customer requirements for a competitive supply of quality design bollards, railings, signage and other street furniture in Ireland’s changing urban and rural environments. All RIVERS street furniture can be specified either ground-fixed or removable with IPL group’s patented RETENTION SYSTEM™ sockets for post installation.

As a company we are committed to the principles of sustainable development throughout all IPL group operations and wish to conduct our business with honesty and integrity at all times. The company maintains and operates an Integrated Management System that meets the requirements of ISO 9001:2008, OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 14001:2004. This integrated Quality, Safety and Environmental Management System is internationally accredited. Through the implementation of these policies our personnel, customers and partners have the assurance that IPL group meets and exceeds its legal compliance.

Our rigorous standards and best practice approach ensure that we achieve our aims of balancing company and customer needs with local community and global concerns. We welcome the opportunity to discuss your project requirements and our dedicated team of experienced personnel are here to ensure all customers receive an informed and courteous service.

www.iplgroup.com